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Olive Culture in the Second Temple 

Era and Early Rabbinic Period 
Stephen D. Ricks

The olive, so vital a part of the economy of ancient 
Israel, maintains its place on the physical, economic, and 
religious landscape of Israel in the Second Temple period 
and beyond. In this paper, I discuss the olive during this 
time period from its primary religious literature: the 
Apocrypha, the Pseudepigrapha, the Mishnah, and Talmud. 
Given the very considerable contacts and cross-pollination 
between the peoples of Jewish Palestine and other parts of 
the ancient Mediterranean, I make some detours into clas
sical, Christian, and ancient Near Eastern sources. Despite 
some overlap in topic with other papers, I hope that this 
will add to the fruitfulness of the discussion. First, I exam
ine some ways in which the olive is treated in the period of 
the Second Temple and of the early rabbis, examining 
themes that are marginally relevant to the allegory of the 
olive tree in Jacob 5. Then I discuss those that bear on the 
themes presented there more or less directly.

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS

In Similes and Metaphors
The word olive and its cognates occur in only five verses 

in the Old Testament apocryphal literature. Three of these 
are in similes. In Ben Sira, Wisdom describes herself as 
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growing "like a palm tree in En-gedi, and like rosebushes in 
Jericho; like a fair olive tree in the field."1 Later, Ben Sira, 
waxing eloquent in the praise of Simeon the priest, the son 
of Johanan, describes him as being "like an olive tree laden 
with fruit."2

In a passage reminiscent of Isaiah 24:13,2 Esdras (Fourth 
Ezra) speaks of a time when, "just as in an olive orchard 
three or four olives may be left on every tree, or just as 
when a vineyard is gathered, some clusters may be left by 
those who search carefully through the vineyard, so in those 
days three or four shall be left by those who search their 
houses with the sword."3 Three or four olives remaining on 
a tree is a reference to the Mosaic injunction not to beat the 
branches of an olive tree a second time for fruit, but to leave 
what remains for the traditionally least protected segments 
of Israelite society: the alien, the fatherless, and the widow 
(Deuteronomy 24:20).

As a Symbol of Victory or Honor
In the apocryphal book of Judith, following her stunning 

victory over Holofernes, "All the women of Israel gathered 
to see her, and blessed her, and some of them performed a 
dance in her honor. She took ivy-wreathed wands in her 
hands and distributed them to the women who were with 
her; and she and those who were with her crowned them
selves with olives wreaths. She went before all the people 
in the dance, leading all the women, while all the men of 
Israel followed, bearing their arms and wearing garlands 
and singing hymns."4 Although the olive possessed a wide 
symbolic inventory in the Old Testament, including health, 
life, thanksgiving, and peace, the wearing of an olive 
wreath as a sign of victory was a Greek not a Jewish sym
bol, and probably an indication of Hellenistic influence on 
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Jewish practice.5 The phrase here is redolent of the Pauline 
expression in 2 Timothy 4:7-8, where Paul, employing a 
metaphor from Hellenistic athletic competitions, states that, 
having fought the good fight and finished the course, he 
looks forward to the "crown of righteousness" that is laid 
up in store for him.

Second Maccabees 14:3-4 records that "a certain Alcimus, 
who had formerly been high priest" but had disqualified 
himself for that office, in order to regain access to that office 
went to King Demetrius and presented to him "a crown of 
gold and a palm"—typical and obligatory signs of honor 
and obeisance—and, as a further sign of honor, "some of 
the customary olive branches from the temple." Jonathan 
Goldstein, in discussing this passage in 2 Maccabees, trans
lates the term olive branches (thallon) "gifts," although he 
concedes that these "gifts" probably took the form of olive 
branches.6

As a Product of Ancient Israel
Even before the entrance of the Israelites into the land 

of Israel, the olive was viewed as one of the premier prod
ucts of the land. It was among the "seven species," or prod
ucts, of Israel. During the Feast of Tabernacles—a festival 
connected with the ingathering of the fruits of the land—the 
Israelites lived in tents made of branches of olive, pine, 
myrtle, willow, palm, and "thick trees" (Leviticus 23:40-43; 
Nehemiah 8:14-18). In the pseudepigraphic literature it is 
regularly mentioned as one of the land's most important 
trees7 and is frequently mentioned as the quintessential 
symbol of Israel's fruitfulness,8 and as a sign of God's great 
love among the trees.9 In the Testament of the Twelve 
Patriarchs, alone among the agricultural products of ancient 
Israel, the olive bestows a blessing on one of Jacob's sons. 
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In the Testament of Judah, while "heaven blessed Reuben; the 
earth blessed Issachar;... the mountains blessed Joseph; 
... the sun blessed Gad; the olive tree blessed Asher."10

So important was the olive that it became one of the 
symbols of Israel itself by the beginning of the Early 
Rabbinic period. Though there were olives of different vari
eties and various sizes, the olive was designated as a stan
dard size for many halakhot, and the expression "land of 
olive trees" was interpreted as "a land whose main stan
dard of measurement is the olive."11 Rabbinic literature con
tains innumerable details about olive oil, its types and 
methods of extraction. Thus, for instance, we learn from the 
Babylonian Talmud that "one should not even stir the soil 
under the olive trees [during the Festival Week or Sabbatical 
Year]"12 and that Beth Hillel ruled that olive trees may not 
be cut down after they blossom,13 or that the tithe on the 
olive tree is to be determined by its blossoming.14

As a Symbol of Ancient Israel
In Jeremiah 11:16, the prophet declares, "The Lord 

called thy name a leafy olive tree, fair with goodly fruit." 
Reflecting on Jeremiah's statement, the Midrash extends 
and develops the symbol of Israel as an olive tree, summing 
up thus:

Just as the olive is marked out for shrivelling while it 
is yet on its tree, after which it is brought down from the 
tree and beaten, and after it has been beaten is brought 
up to the vat and placed in a grinding-mill, where it is 
ground and then tied up with ropes (through which the 
oil is filtered), and then stones are brought (which press 
upon the olives) and then at last it yields its oil, so it is 
with Israel: the heathen come and beat them about from 
place to place, imprison them and bind them in chains, 
and surround them with officers, and that at last do Israel 
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repent [of their sins] and God answers them. . . . What 
made Jeremiah compare Israel to an olive tree? Because 
all liquids commingle one with the other, but oil refuses 
to do so and keeps separate. So Israel does not mingle 
with the heathen.15

As the Tree of Life or Tree of Paradise
Section 88 of the Doctrine and Covenants was desig

nated by Joseph Smith as the "olive leaf . . . plucked from 
the Tree of Paradise." While there is no canonical writing 
that explicitly associates the olive with the tree of life (which 
is what I understand by the tree of paradise) or any other 
tree in paradise (by which I understand the Garden of 
Eden), this connection is frequently made in the literature 
of the Second Temple period. According to the Slavonic 3 
Baruch 4:7, "When God made the garden and commanded 
Michael to gather two hundred thousand and three angels 
so that they could plant the garden, Michael planted the 
olive and Gabriel, the apple; Uriel, the nut; Raphael, the 
melon; and Satanael, the vine.... All the angels planted the 
various trees." When Noah wished for the third time to 
determine whether the waters of the flood had subsided 
from the earth, he sent out a dove, which returned with an 
olive branch in its mouth. In the Genesis Rabbah, the rabbis 
ask further, "Whence did she bring it? ... R. Birai (Berekiah) 
said: The gates of the Garden of Eden were opened for her, 
and from there she brought it."16 In the Apocalypse of Moses, 
Adam, who was suffering terrible pain, bade his wife Eve 
"arise and go with our son Seth near to paradise, and put 
earth upon your heads and weep and pray God to have 
mercy upon me and send his angel to paradise, and give me 
of the tree out of which the oil floweth, and bring it me, and 
I shall anoint myself and shall have rest from my com
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plaint."17 Elsewhere in the Apocalypse of Moses, the "tree" is 
referred to as the "Tree of Life."18 On the basis of these pas
sages, L. S. A. Wells and the great Louis Ginzberg identify 
the tree of life with the olive.19 Later Jewish tradition occa
sionally debated the specific botanical species of the tree of 
life, some asserting that it was a fig tree, while others held 
it to be an olive tree or a date palm.20

In early Christianity, similar beliefs were held concern
ing the oil-producing properties of the tree of life. 
According to the Judeo-Christian Recognitions, "Although 
indeed He [Christ] was the Son of God, and the beginning 
of all things, He became man; Him first God anointed with 
oil which was taken from the wood of the tree of life. From 
that anointing therefore He is called Christ. Thence, more
over, He Himself also, according to the appointment of His 
Father, anoints with similar oil every one of the pious when 
they come to His kingdom, for their refreshment after their 
labours, as having got over the difficulties of the way; so 
that their light may shine, and being filled with the Holy 
Spirit, they may be endowed with immortality."21 In the 
Gospel of Nicodemus a story is related similar to that found 
in the Books of Adam and Eve. Here Adam asks to receive the 
"oil of the tree of mercy to anoint my body when I was 
sick." But Seth is told that it may only be received at the end 
of time, to raise up the bodies of the dead.22 Given the ven
erable association of the oil of the olive tree with life, health, 
and rejuvenation, and, in the Judeo-Christian tradition, with 
resurrection, immortality, and the tree of life itself, is it sur
prising that it has remained the anointing substance par 
excellence?

The story of the quest of Seth for the oil of life or mercy, 
popular during the period of the late Second Temple and of 
the early centuries of Christianity, took on a life of its own 
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in later centuries. Recast as the quest of Seth for the True 
Cross, the story was widely retold, appearing in Mande
ville's Travels, Malory's Le Morte Darthur, and Caxton's 
translation of the Legenda Aurea23

As a Symbol of Kingship
The olive serves as a symbol of kingship in the pseude- 

pigraphic Joseph and Aseneth, where Joseph, following his 
elevation to second in the kingdom, is given a royal staff in 
his left hand "and in his right hand he held outstretched an 
olive branch, and there was plenty of fruit on it, and in the 
fruits was a great wealth of oil."24 Further, in the Testament 
of Levi there is a striking passage describing Levi's priestly 
consecration/royal coronation.

There I again saw the vision as formerly, after we had 
been there seventy days. And I saw seven men in white 
clothing, who were saying to me, "Arise, put on the vest
ments of the priesthood, the crown of righteousness, the 
oracle of understanding, the robe of truth, the breastplate 
of faith, the miter for the head, and the apron for 
prophetic power." Each carried one of these and put 
them on me and said, "From now on be a priest, you and 
all your posterity." The first anointed me with holy oil 
and gave me a staff. The second washed me with pure 
water, fed me by hand with bread and holy wine, and 
put on me a holy and glorious vestment. The third put on 
me something made of linen, like an ephod. The fourth 
placed ... around me a girdle which was like purple. The 
fifth gave me a branch of rich olive wood. The sixth 
placed a wreath on my head. The seventh placed the 
priestly diadem on me and filled my hands with incense, 
in order that I might serve as priest for the Lord God.25

Among the various acts described in Levi's priestly con- 
secration/royal coronation, we are here interested particu
larly in his receipt of an olive branch. Such a branch, known 
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from Israelite-Jewish tradition to have been originally cut 
from the tree of life by Adam before being driven from the 
Garden of Eden, served to symbolize the possessor's power 
to bestow life.26 These traditions of the ruler's rod being a 
twig from the tree of paradise were inherited by the 
Christian church during the Middle Ages, where the Virgin 
Mary is often equipped as regina coeli with a sceptre that is 
apparently a virga, the symbolic representation of the par
adise twig.27 In the same manner, the Christian bishop usu
ally carries not a baculum (staff) but a virga. The Christian 
ruler, however, holds both baculum and virga.28

THEMES OF JACOB 5 AND THE LITERATURE 
OF THE SECOND TEMPLE PERIOD

AND EARLY RABBINIC ERA
Among the many details of olive culture touched on in 

Jacob 5, both tame and wild olive trees are prominently 
mentioned. The mention of wild olive trees is particularly 
noteworthy since they are known only in the northern part 
of the land of Israel, particularly in the Galilee and Mount 
Carmel regions, and are never specifically mentioned in the 
Old Testament.29 This is, perhaps, not so surprising, since 
most of the authors of the Old Testament were from the 
southern part of Israel and would have had little or no 
direct experience with the wild olive. Might it also be evi
dence that Zenos was a northerner?30

Pruning, nourishing, dunging, and engrafting, all men
tioned in connection with the care of the olive in Jacob 5, are 
also mentioned in the literature of the Second Temple era 
and known from subsequent agricultural practices in 
Palestine.31 Of particular interest is the question of grafting 
wild branches onto a tame olive tree, an issue that also 
impinges on Paul's famous allegory of the olive tree in 
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Romans 11:17-24.“ In Paul's allegory, the cultivated olive 
(kallielaios) is Israel, from which some of the branches were 
broken off (usually understood as Jews who rejected Christ, 
and so lost their place as God's people), while shoots of the 
wild olive (agrielaios)33 were grafted in their place (inter
preted as the inclusion of Gentiles in the people of God). 
Eventually, however, God is able to graft the natural 
branches back into their own stock (Jews who "do not per
sist in their unbelief" will be restored, and so "all Israel will 
be saved"). The stock remains the same; it is only in the 
branches that changes occur. Similarly Israel, the people of 
God, is a continuous entity (cf. the Old Testament use of the 
olive as a symbol for Israel), but its membership is subject 
both to the exclusion of native Israelites and the inclusion 
of the alien stock of Gentile believers.34

There are similarities and differences between the 
accounts in Romans 11 and Jacob 5. Two questions about 
such grafting will concern us here: (1) the frequency—or 
even feasibility—of the practice of grafting wild olive 
branches into a tame olive tree and (2) its permissibility 
according to Jewish law. According to many commentators, 
beginning with Origen, assume that Paul's theology is bet
ter than his knowledge of horticulture. According to 
Origen, the grafting of wild olive branches into a tame olive 
tree is simply unknown.35 But, contrary to the opinion of 
this great and profoundly influential scholar, the grafting of 
wild olive branches into tame trees is attested in ancient 
times—as well as in the modem period—as a means of reju
venating an unproductive olive.36 The Roman writer Lucius 
Junius Columella (first century B.c.) notes that "it also fre
quently happens that, though the trees are thriving well, 
they fail to bear fruit. It is a good plan to bore them with a 
Gallic auger and to put a green slip taken from a wild olive 
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tree tightly into the hole; the result is that the tree, being as 
it were impregnated with fruitful offspring, becomes more 
productive."37 The function of such grafting is of particular 
interest to us: it enhances productivity of the tame tree. 
Columella further states:

Any kind of scion can be grafted on any tree, if it is 
not dissimilar in respect of bark to the tree in which it is 
grafted; indeed if it also bears similar fruit and at the 
same season, it can perfectly well be grafted without any 
scruple. Further, the ancients have handed down to us 
three kinds of grafting; one in which the tree, which has 
been cut and cleft, receives the scions which have been 
cut; the second, in which the tree having been cut admits 
grafts between the bark and the hard wood (both these 
methods belong to the season of spring); and the third, 
when the tree receives actual buds with a little bark into a 
part of it which has been stripped of the bark.38

Dalman reports on the practice in Lebanon of grafting a 
wild olive tree onto a tame one in order to give the tame 
tree renewed strength. Similarly, Sven Linder reports that 
grafting branches from a young wild olive tree into the 
roots or trunk of a tame one was practiced in Greece. It is 
significant that in both instances such grafting was done for 
the purpose of rejuvenating old or ailing trees—precisely 
the reason given in the passages in Romans and Jacob. 
Further, the fact that such a practice was known in more 
than one place around the Mediterranean is of some impor
tance.39 According to the eighteenth-century traveler 
Stephan Schulz, "While I was in Jerusalem I heard from sev
eral individuals that, if a tame olive tree lost its leaves, it 
was possible to obtain wild olive branches from the Jordan 
valley and to graft them into the tame tree so that it might 
bear good fruit."40

Two other passages from Jewish tradition are relevant 
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for the discussion. Philo applied a somewhat similar figure 
of speech to Israelites and proselytes. In De Exsecrationibus, 
Philo describes the troubles that will befall the land of Israel 
and its inhabitants as a result of the Israelites' apostasy from 
God before the onset of the Messianic age. But at that time 
the foreigner converting to Judaism would be honored and 
praised because he had come over to God's people, thereby 
assuring himself of a place in heaven as his reward, about 
which it was not proper to speak. On the other hand, those 
born as Israelites who failed to keep the commands— 
because they "counterfeited the noble coin of their 
descent"—would be cast down to Tartaros and to the deep
est darkness, so that men might see and learn from their 
example that God will graft into the stump the new 
branches of the proselyte in place of the decaying and 
unfruitful branches of the bom Israelites.41 Similarly, in the 
Babylonian Talmud, R. Elcazar (circa a.d. 270) is reported to 
have asked: "What is meant by the text, 'And in thee shall 
the families of the earth be blessed?' The Holy One, blessed 
be He, said to Abraham, 'I have two goodly shoots to 
engraft [I'habnk, which has the same root consonants as 
*BRK of w'nibr'ku "shall be blessed"] on you: Ruth the 
Moabitess and Naamah the Ammonitess.'"42 Both of these 
women belonged to idolatrous nations and were grafted 
upon the stock of Israel. The former was the ancestress of 
David and the latter the mother of Rehoboam and his dis
tinguished descendants Asa, Jehoshaphat, and Hezekiah.

A second question dealing with engrafting relates to the 
permissibility, in Jewish law, of grafting branches from a 
wild olive onto the stock of a tame one. While grafting itself 
was well known in Israel during the Second Temple period, 
the grafting of diverse species is contrary to rabbinic prin
ciples. According to Leviticus 19:19, fields are forbidden to 
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be sown with "mixed seeds"; a similar prohibition exists in 
Deuteronomy 22:9: "You shall not sow your vineyard with 
mixed seed, lest the fruit of the seed you have sown and the 
fruit of your vineyard be defiled." These were held by the 
rabbis to imply a prohibition against grafting between het
erogeneous fruit trees. The Mishnaic tractate Kil'ayim 
(Diverse Kinds) deals in considerable detail with the prohi
bition of mixing heterogeneous "seeds," the crossing and 
yoking together of diverse animals, and against covering 
oneself with material composite of wool and linen, all topics 
mentioned in these passages in Leviticus and Deuteronomy 
(Leviticus 19:19; Deuteronomy 22:9-11). According to the 
principle of kil'ayim, "seeds" include the five species of 
grain (wheat, barley, oats, rye, and spelt), legumes, and 
greens whose roots or stalks are used for human consump
tion. Grafting is forbidden not only between trees contain
ing edible fruit (ces ma'aka I) and those containing inedible 
fruit (ces serak),43 but also between different species of trees 
bearing edible fruit.44 Thus, we read in M Kil'ayim 1:4: "As 
for trees, the pear and the crustumenian pear, or the quince 
and sorb apple, do not constitute kil'ayim one with the other. 
The apple and the crab apple, or the peach and almond, or 
the jujube and lote, even though they are similar one to the 
other, yet constitute kil'ayim one with the other (in respect 
of grafting only)." We are further informed that "it is not 
proper to graft one tree onto a tree of another sort"45 and 
that "it is not proper to graft olive trees into the trunk of a 
date palm, because that would be tree to tree (of another 
sort)."46 Similarly, in Midrash Psalms 128 (257b) Rabbi 
Jehoshua b. Levi (circa 250) is reported to have said: "Your 
wife is like a grapevine within your house, your sons like 
olive seedlings (Psalm 128:3). Just as there is no grafting of 
olive trees (to trees of other kinds, so that fruits of different 
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kinds are produced) there will be nothing reprehensible 
among your sons."

But are the tame and wild olives different species? It is 
unclear whether they were viewed as different or as similar 
species by the rabbis. The olive and the wild olive are never 
specifically mentioned as representing "mixed seeds," and 
the rabbinic taxonomy of kil'ayim is less than perfectly per
spicuous. Even though the rabbinic discussion is based on 
ancient Israelite principles, it is uncertain that they would 
have been viewed similarly in the pre-exilic period, Zenos's 
age. Thus, the relevance to Jacob 5 of the rabbinic discussion 
on grafting remains tentative.

CONCLUSION
When we look for commonalities in the horticultural 

details mentioned in Jacob 5 and those found in the litera
ture of Judaism of late antiquity, we are not disappointed: 
we find them in profusion. Beyond these, however, the 
symbolism of the olive in the literature of ancient Judaism— 
as a sign of kingship and authority, and as a symbol of the 
tree of life—provides us with further significant insights 
into the meaning of the olive and its products in the 
Restoration.
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